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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. The Sequential Probability Ratio Test

The sequential probability ratio test (abbreviated SPRT in the
sequel) was developed by Wald (1947).

The theory for the SPRT is especial

ly tractable when testing a simple null hypothesis
alternative hypothesis

against a simple

As indicated below, further simplifications

occur when these two hypotheses concern the unknown parameter 9 of a
distribution of Koopman-Pitman exponential type.
The test is conducted by successively comparing with two constants
A and B (B < 1 < A) the ratio
tions under

and under

of the likelihoods of the first m observa
So long as B <

< A the sampling continues ,

with termination and acceptance of H.(H ) as soon as X > A (X < B)
1 o
m —
m —
The constants A and B are chosen to insure that the two error probabilities
do not exceed specified levels.

Wald (1947) shows that A < (l-(3)/a and

B > p/(l-a), where a = Prob. [accept

and p = Prob. [accept

Consider a one parameter (9) family of distributions admitting a
derivative with respect to some measure on the real line; suppose that
this derivative has the exponential form (Koopman, 1936, Pitman, 1936)

f(x;9) = exp[U(x) + T(x)a(9) + b(9)].

Then, as noted by Bartlett (1946) and Tweedie (1946) in the discussion of
a paper by Barnard (1946), the SPRT may be described in terms of a pair
of parallel lines in the plane.

Sampling is continued as long as the

sample path resulting from plotting (m, T^) remains between these lines.
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with termination and acceptance of
line is crossed.

as soon as the lower (upper)

Here m is the sample size and T =
T(x.).
™ i=l
^

The characteristic feature of sequential testing procedures in
general and the SPRÏ in particular is that the sample size n required
to reach a decision is not fixed in advance, but is itself a random
variable.

Among all test procedures (sequential or otherwise) with

a < a' and P < p', and SPRT with error probabilities a' and p' minimizes

the expected sample size E[n] both when

is true and when

is true.

For a proof and further discussion see Wald and Wolfowitz (1948, 1950),
Lehmann (1959), and Blackwell and Girshick (1954).

B,

Multiple Decision Procedures

The problem of designing a sequential procedure for choosing one of
k (k > 2) competing simple hypotheses has been studied from several points
of view.

Wald (1947) outlines the general nature of such a problem.

H^,H2, . . .,

be the hypotheses under consideration; also let

m-dimensional sample space.

be

Then a multiple decision sequential proce

dure corresponds to successively specified regions R
ra=l,2, . . ., with the property that R^^^ ^
Rjjj ^^2. X

Let

niji.

+ . . . + R^^^

R , ^,
rHjK-i-x
=

sampling proceeds, (x^, . . ., x^) is observed for suc

cessive m; sampling stops with acceptance of H^, i=l,. . . k, as soon as
(x., . .
JL

x ) falls into R .. The problem then is to select the sucm
m,1

cessive regions R^ ^ such that the performance of the procedure can be
evaluated, and, if possible, such that some optimality criterion is satis
fied.
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In analogy to the two-decision case, Wald considers k performance
characteristics; these are k-1 operating characteristic (OC) functions
L^(0)= Prob.[accept H^|9], and the ASM function, E[n|9].
Wald also defines weight functions W^(0) (1=1,2, . , . k) which
measure the loss resulting from deciding for

when 0 is the value of the

parameter.

Also defined is the expected loss or risk r(9) = ^ L.(0)W.(9)
i=l ^
^
which, in a sense, is the summarization into a single function of the
k-1 OC functions L^(9).

One question then is to find a large family of

procedures for which r(0) and E[n|0] can be computed; another problem is
to find a large family of procedures, and an optimality criterion involv
ing r(0) and E[n|0], such that the optimum member of this family can be
found.
Wald carries this problem to a partial solution, using weight
functions which are essentially characteristic functions for certain
zones of preference for the several hypothesized values of 9.

Given these

weight functions it is possible to construct a family of procedures with
bounded risk; ASN optimization within this class is not carried through.
Specifically, the procedures of the family in question involve construc
tion of successive confidence sets for 0 of fixed conservative level 1-r .
o
Sampling stops as soon as a confidence set is entirely within a zone of
preference, with acceptance of the corresponding hypothesis.
sure termination, it is clear that r(0) < r^.

Assuming

For example, if 0 is in

the zone of preference for H^:9=0^, L^(9)>l-r^, 1-L^ (9) < r^, W^(9) - 0,
and W^(9)<1, i^l, from which it follows that r(0)<r^.

A similar procedure

is given by Paulson (1963) for testing the mean of a normal distribution
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both with known and unknown variance.
Illustrating prior work with emphasis on computing performance
characteristics rather than optimization, Sobel and Wald (1949) give a
sequential procedure for choosing one of three hypotheses concerning the
mean of a normal distribution with known variance. This procedure con
sists of two SPRT's conducted simultaneously and may be described
geometrically in terms of two pairs of parallel lines.

If the sample

path crosses the upper line before the lower in both tests, accept
H^tQ is "large".

If the path crosses the lower lines of both tests

before the upper, accept H^:9 is "small".
"medium".

Otherwise, accept

is

The OC functions L^(0) (i=l,2,3,), are derived by exploiting

the fact that L^(8) and 1^(9) are OC functions of ordinary two-decision
SPRT's; ^2(6) is then found by subtraction, since the procedure terminates
with probability one.

These OC calculations are, of course, exact only

in the case of no excess over the stop boundaries.
This procedure is used by several authors for distributions other
than the normal.
parameter.

DeBoer (1953) applies it to the testing of a binomial

An interesting feature of DeBoer's paper is an exact

representation of the ASN function E[n|p] which can be generalized as
follows:

Let n = the sample size at termination of the process, N* =

the sample size on first crossing the initial wedge,
size at termination of the lower SPRT,

= the sample

= the sample size at termina

tion of the upper SPRT, then E[n|p] = EfN^glpl + ^[Ngglp] -E[N*|p], and
EfN^glp] and EfN^glp] are simply the ASN functions for the two SPRT's
involved and may be easily found.

The function E[N*|p] is the ASN for

5

the initial wedge which is not known in general, but which may be cal
culated by summing probabilities for the finite number of paths involved
in the binomial case treated by DeBoer.
A similar scheme is given by Armitage (1947), who constructs a twosided sequential test of Student's hypotheses, based on the binomial
distribution of the number of exceedences of
of the normal mean.

the hypothesized value

Armitage (1957, 1960) also constructs three-decision

sequential procedures for testing two-sided hypotheses concerning the
mean of a normal distribution with known variance and the proportion of a
binomial distribution; these plans, called restricted procedures, have
the outer boundaries of the procedures above, but replace the two inner
boundaries by a single truncating line.

Schneiderman and Armitage (1962)

introduce yet another class of procedures, called closed sequential
procedures, for two-sided testing of a normal mean with known variance.
These tests of two-sided hypotheses again are three decision procedures.
Again the usual outer boundaries are retained, while the inner boundaries
are curved lines intersecting the outer ones, forming two wedge-shaped
regions.

The closed procedures are constructed with the same outer

boundaries as the equivalent restricted procedures, but the truncation
point is moved out to compensate for the decreased probabilities of
crossing the outer boundaries caused by moving the center of the middle
boundary towards the origin.

The OC functions for both the restricted

and closed procedures are approximated for the Wiener process.

The approxi

mation involves considering the two outer boundaries independently,
ignoring the effect of one upon the other.
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Lechner and Ginsburg^ (1963) also combine two SPRT's to form a
three-decision procedure; the application is to the exponential distri
bution.

They further suggest combining k SPRT's into a (k+1)-decision

procedure, an idea discussed in Chapter III.
Blackwell and Girshick (1954) characterize Bayes sequential proce
dures for choosing one of k hypotheses both for the truncated and untruncated case.

Such procedures depend on a partitioning of the k-simplex

the space of probability distributions over the parameter space; sampling
is terminated with acceptance of

as soon as the posterior (or prior)

distribution enters a region of z corresponding to H^.

These regions

vary with sample size in the truncated case, but are fixed in the untruncated case.

Explicit construction of these regions for k > 2, especially

in the untruncated case, seems difficult; however, a particular example
for k=3, reduceable to the case k=2, is solved.

C.

Sequential Procedures with Wedge Shaped Continuation Regions

Although eventual termination of the SPRT is assured, there is no
guaranteed upper limit for the number of samples required to make a
decision; in addition, the sample size may be quite large for certain
intermediate values of 0.

Thus, the usefulness of the SPRT is limited

in situations where samples are expensive or difficult to procure.

One

remedy is truncation; however, work on optimization of truncated proce
dures is not complete (Mengido, 1963).

^Lechner, J. A., Amherst, Mass.." Amherst discussion.
communication. 1964.

Private
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Another remedy is to use members of a large class of procedures intro
duced by Weiss (1953). These procedures, the generalized sequential
probability ratio tests (GSPRT), whose completeness is discussed by Sobel
(1953), Kiefer and Weiss (1957), and DeGroot (1961) replace the constants '
B and A of the SPRT with two constants

and A^ depending on m.

When

the A^ and B^ lie on two intersecting lines, the GSPRT has the following
characteristics:
2.

1.

The sample size required for decision is bounded.

The procedure satisfies a necessary condition for adraissability due

to Kiefer and Weiss (1957, page 60).

3.

In the case of an exponential

family, the procedure is amenable to OC computations which exploit terminal
likelihood ratios.

Such procedures are called "wedge procedures" in this

thesis.
Anderson (1960) considers the Wiener process for a wedge procedure
with possible truncation before the intersection point.

Anderson derives

the OC and ASN functions for these wedges as infinite series involving
Mill's ratio.

The OC is given as a definite integral for symmetric

untruncated wedges. Anderson indicates that, in those cases where equal
error rates for the two hypotheses are desired, it may be sufficient to
restrict attention to wedges which are symmetric in a sense to be dis
cussed in Chapter IV.

As indicated in that chapter such symmetric wedges

also offer additional opportunities for OC computations.
Donnelly (1957) also treats the wedge for the Wiener process.

1

approach is to solve the diffusion equation with boundary conditions

Anderson, T, W., Amherst, Mass. Amherst discussion.
communication. 1964.

Private

His
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corresponding to the wedge; he obtains a series for the probability of
accepting

on a differential portion of the boundary.

Hall (1961) has developed the minimum probability ratio test (MPRT),
which specializes to a wedge procedure, to construct a test of 9^ vs. 0^,
Hall introduces a third parameter value 9^ (9^ < 9^ < Rg); wedge
boundaries arise from the requirement that the terminal ratio f„ /f
2m ' om
or f / ^ o m

specified values.

average of two risks.

The MPRT bounds a given weighted

Fukushima (1961) applies the MPRT to the Poisson

distribution.

D.

Summary

Chapter II of this thesis reviews the idea of conjugacy for exponen
tial families; the discussion includes consideration of conjugacy for
multidimensional Wiener processes.
Multidecision procedures based on wedges are discussed in Chapter
III.

Hypotheses are successively eliminated as the random walk based on

a sufficient statistic traverses a system of wedges.

The next two chap

ters discuss OC computations for such multidecision procedures, all of
these computations being based on terminal likelihood ratios.

Some

simplified wedge systems are given, for which special OC computations
of this type are available.
Chapter IV treats the Wiener process.

For two-decision procedures,

bounds for the OC function are given and its asymptotic behavior described;
this asymptotic behavior, for the symmetric case, is derivable from
Anderson (1950), relation 4.63.
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Asymptotic behavior of the OC functions for multidecision proce
dures is considered next; this behavior is then exploited in Chapter VI
in connection with a characterization theorem.

For certain symmetric

wedge systems exact OC's are derived for an infinite grid of parameter
points.

Chapter IV also discusses generalizations to the multiparameter

case; here we obtain OC expressions for certain special symmetric tubes
analagous to the SPRT bands of the one-parameter case; these multipara
meter OC computations furnish, in fact, certain absorption probabilities
for Brownian motion in many dimensions.
The binomial and Poisson cases are discussed in Chapter V.
mate OC's, ignoring excess, are given.

Approxi

In the case of symmetric wedges,

a special method yields OC values on an infinite grid analagous to that
arising in the normal case; such symmetric procedures are especially
relevant for comparisons of two binomial populations when the hypotheses
are symmetric about 1/2.

Also treated is the three-decision binomial

case, with wedges specialized into SPRT bands.
of excess is treated in detail.

In both cases the problem

Risk bounds are computed which are

analagous to those obtained by Wald for the SPRT.
The last chapter considers some questions of the performance of•such
procedures.

It is shown, in a certain asymptotic sense, that, in the

case of the Wiener process, the best multidecision procedure is the SPRT
when performance at only the two extreme parameter points is considered.
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II.

A.

PARAMETRIC CONJUGACY FOR THE SPRT

Conjugacy for Exponential Families

It was noted in Chapter I that, for a family of the Koopman-Pitman
exponential type, the SPRT may be characterized by a pair of parallel
lines.

The SPRT for H : 0 = 0 vs. H, ; 0 = 0,, with error probabilities
o
o
1
1'

not exceeding given levels a and p , depends on two constants A = (l- p ) / a
and B = B /(l- a ) .
'

For successive values of m the likelihood ratio X

compared to the constants A and B.

(2-1)

if

< B,

stop and accept

is

If

A'

stop and accept

m

(2.2)

otherwise continue sampling.

Now, if the family of probability distributions admits a derivative with
respect to some measure on the line

we have

m
IT f(x. ; 9,)
m
IT f(x. ; 9 )
j=l
j

Further, if this derivative is of the form

f(x ; 9) = exp[U(x) + T(x) a(9) + b(9)],

it is seen that

(2.3)

11
m
= [a(8p - a(0^)] z T(x ) + m[b(0p-b(0^)] = aT^ + bm,
j —^

log

where
m
T„ = Z I(. ),
J=1

a = a(0^) - a(0^),

(2.4)

b = b(0^) - b(0g).

(2.5)

and

The test may then be conducted by comparing log

with log A and log B.

The relations 2.1 and 2.2 are respectively equivalent to

T > h^ + sm
m — 1

(2.6)

T < h + sm,
m — 0

(2,7)
'

and

where h^ = 1/a log A, h^ = 1/a log B and s = -b/a, and a and b are defined
in 2.4 and 2.5.

The SPRT is now conducted by plotting

vs. m for

successive m until one of conditions 2.6 or 2.7 is met, and then making
the proper decision.
The fact that this geometric characterization depends on only three
parameters (h^, hp and s), while the likelihood ratio characterization
depends on four parameters (0^, 0^ a and p), has been exploited by
Girshick (1946), Baker (1950), David (1952), Davies (1954), Blasbalg
(1957), and Lechner (1964) to yield the OC function.
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Let (9 , 8^) be any pair of parameter points satisfying

c(0p = s a(9p + b(0p

= s a(8 ) + b(8 ) = c(8 ).
o
O ~
0
Such a pair will be called conjugate^ with respect to s.
sample sequence

(2.8)

Then for any

. . . x^) terminating near the line of 2.6, we have,

in view of the equivalence of 2.6 and 2.1, that

X. & e'l*
Im

(2.9)

Similar reasoning shows that, for (8^, 0^) satisfying 2,8 and a sample
sequence

. . . x^) terminating near the line of 2.7,
h a
= e °

(2.10)

From 2.9 and 2.10 and the fact that the procedure terminates with proba
bility one, it follows, by summing over all sample sequences terminating
near these respective lines, that
h a
L(9p = e ° L(0^)

(2.11)

h^a
1-L(0p = e '[1-L(0^)]

(2.12)

and

Equality holds in 2.11 and 2.12 only if there is no excess over the
boundaries at termination, i.e. only if every sample sequence terminates

This usage is due to Lechner (1964).
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exactly on one of the lines; this zero excess is realized, for example,
if instead of a discrete sampling scheme, we consider a stochastic
process with continuous parameter such as the Wiener process (Dvoretzky,
Kiefer, and Wolfowitz, 1953),

B. The Binomial, Normal and Poisson Cases

We give in this section the explicit formulation of the conjugacy
relation 2.8 for three cases.

1.

The binomial case
The useful expressions of Section A in the binomial case are as

below.
m

a(p) = log

,

b(p) = log (1-p) ,

c(p) = s log

+ log (1-p) ,

(2.13)

and
•Pl(l-P,)
\m

2.

h.
1
, i = 1, 2.

[P„(l-Pl)j

The Poisson case
The expressions of Section A for the Poisson case are,

(2.14)

14
m
T = Z ^' )
m
j=l J

a(9) = log 9 ,

b(0)= - 9 ,

c(9) = s log 0 - 9 ,

(2.15)

and
(2.16)

^im =
9

It can be shown that relations 2.15 and 2.16 apply as veil to the Poisson
process.

3. The normal case
In the normal case we find,
m

a (fi)

= /i,

b(ji)

= -

C(u)

= s w - 1/2 (u

1/2 {n

+ log 2it)

+ log 2%),

(2.17)

and
X.
im

— B hi(^l - Ho)

(2.18)
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C.

The Wiener Process

Consider the one-dimensional Wiener process X(t) discussed in Section
A of Chapter IV.

Consider as well two drift parameters

and

which

are conjugate with respect to s in the sense that c(^^) = c(p.^), where
c(-) is given by 2.17; this implies s=(l/2)(^^+^^).

Also consider any

one-dimensional boundary that includes a linear portion 1: X = h+st,
and let g^(') be the density postulated for that linear portion in Section
A of Chapter IV.

Then if p = (t, x) is any point on 1,

/x-uit\
n—
g (p)
Uo

/X-li t'

* I—
• \ /t

which is 2.18.
Extending to the two-dimensional case, consider the Wiener process
Z(t) discussed in Section A of Chapter IV.

Consider as well two drift

parameters (9^, 0^) and (v^, V2) which are conjugate with respect to the
line

^1^1 + ^2^2

in the sense that (8^,

^

(2.20)

and (v^, V2) are at the same distance

on the same perpendicular to the line 2.20 (see Figure 1).

d from and

Also consider

any two-dimensional stop boundary which includes a planar portion

^1^1 ^ ^2 ^2 ^ bt - 1,

(2.21)

16

Figure 1.

Bivariate normal conjugacy
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and let g

(-) be the density postulated for that planar portion in
M >^2

Section A of Chapter IV; then, if p = (t,

8.
(P)
®i'®2

, x^) is any point on 2.21,

tf^)
\

/t /

'

\ ^Tc

, 1 = 1 or 2.

(2.22)

Analogues of 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22 for higher dimensions are as follows;

^I'^l ^

^ ^

aj^Xj^ +

89
g

9

.. . 9

+b=0.

(2.23)

^

(2.24)

= 1.

r
(p)

D.

=

e

, i = 1 or 2 or . . . or r.

(2.25)

Conjugacy Apart from the SPRT

As implied in the previous section parametric conjugacy, though
apparently only considered heretofore within the framework of the SPRT,
should be useful whenever paths terminate on suitable boundaries, e.g.,

18

straight lines in the case of exponential families.

This is the case,

for example, when paths must terminate on one of two intersecting straight
line boundaries.

The resulting continuation regions are the wedges dis

cussed in Section C of Chapter I.
Hall's MPRT (1961) apparently also utilizes terminal likelihood
ratios in the analysis of wedges; however, exploiting parametric conjugacy
in the manner of this thesis seems not to have been done previously.
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III. MULTIPLE DECISION SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURES
WHOSE BOUNDARIES ARE WEDGES

A.

Introductory Remarks

In this chapter we exhibit some sequential procedures for deciding
among k alternative hypotheses concerning a single unknown parameter of
a distribution of Koopman-Pitman form.

Such a procedure is best envi

sioned as a sequence of k-1 stages, each stage being terminated by the
crossing of one of a pair of intersecting lines (we allow that any se- quence of terminal stages may feature parallel lines).

We give two general

OC relations which, under certain circumstances or assumptions, provide
explicit OC functions; these are considered in Chapters IV and V.

Some

simplified versions of the k-decision procedure are presented as well.

B.

Two- and Three-Decision Procedures

Two-decision procedures were discussed in Section C of Chapter I.
A typical three-decision wedge system is pictured in Figure 2. To explain
the decision procedure we introduce the following notation.

Let the

symbol [WX|YZ] denote the event: the sample path crosses line WX before
crossing line YZ.

Then define the following events:

U = [h^A |h^A],
L E [h^A|h^A],
UU = U and [hyj_Ay|hy^Ay],
UL = U and [hy^Ay|hyjAy],

. ^0,

'We
Tk
ion

Vec/
&e

®J'ste%
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LU = L and

,

LL = Land

The event UU results in acceptance of

: 9 = 9^ ; either UL or LU

results in acceptance of Hg : 8 = Gg, and LL leads to acceptance of
: 9 = 9p where

> 92 > 9^.

Let W denote the wedge h^Ah^,
wedge

the wedge hy^A^h^^, and

the

The wedge system is so arranged that occurrence of event

U places the sample path within the wedge W^, while occurrence of event
L places the sample path within W^. Finally, let P(L|9), P(LL|9), P(LU|9)
etc. be the probabilities of the events L, LL, LU etc. when the value of
the parameter is 9.

We will now derive some useful likelihood ratio

relations using the parametric conjugacy developed in Chapter II.
If L^(9) is the probability of accepting

given 9, we see that

13(9) =P(UUj9), LgCG) = P(UL|9) +P(LU|9), and L,(8) =P(LL|9). The OC
problem then is reduced to computing the functions P( XX|9).
Let s
and s , be the slopes of the upper and lower boundaries ..
xo
xl
respectively in the wedge W^, then for example
slope of h^A; Sy^ the slope of h^^A^, etc.

is slope of h^A, s^ the

For a given parameter value

9, let 9' (s) be its conjugate relative to the slope s and let a(s) =
a(9) - a(9') (see Equation 2.4).

Then, by 2.11 or 2.12 and Section D of

Chapter II, we have
h a(sj
P(L|9)=e°
P(L|9'(s^))
hia(s )
1-P(L|9) à e
° [l-P(L|9'(s ))].

(3.1)

(3.2)
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Relations 3.1 and 3.2 can be made in certain cases to yield solutions
(or approximations) for P(L|9).

Assuming P(L|9), and employing 2.11

2.12 once more, this time for wedge W^, we have

P(LL|8) = e

P(L[9) - P(LL(9) = e

P(LL|9'(Sj^p),

(3.3)

hyiaCs, )
[P(L[9'(sj^^)) - P(LL|9'(s^^))].

(3.4)

In addition, using P(U|9) = 1-P(L|9) and 2.11 or 2.12 for W^,

P(UL|9)=e^°

P(UL|9'(s^^)),

(3.5)

hrTiaCs,, )
P(U|9) - P(UL|9) = e
[P(U|9(Sy^)) - P(UL|9'(s^^))].

(3.6)

Again, in some cases we will be able to obtain P(LL|9) and P(LU|9) from
3.3 and 3.4, and in a similar manner P(UL|9), and P(UU|9) from 3.5 and
3.6.
A simplification results if we let h = h„ = h? , h, =
o
Uo
Lo
1
s

O

U1

= K,,
Ll

= s , and s^ = s .; then the wedge system consists of two primary
J_iO
X
U i.

wedges W

u

: h.A h , and W : h,A h , with the first stage wedge being
1 u O
Ll
LLiO

formed by the intersection at the lower boundary of
boundary of

and the upper

. Then, since UU = [h^A |h A ] and LL = [h A IhuA ],
Ll
LU OU
O Ll L Ll
hia(s )
13(8)= e
Lgfg'Cs^^)),

(3.7)

h a(s^)
L^(9)= e °
Li(9'(s^i)),

(3.8)

h a(s )
1-12(8)= e °
^ [1-13(9'(sp)],

(3.9)
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h a(s )
1-L^(0)= e • • ° [1-1^(8'(s^))].

If in addition s, = s,__ = s„ and s = s_ =
1
U1
Uo
o
Lo

'

(3.10)

^ , the vedge system
L1

becomes two pairs of parallel lines as in the three-decision systems of
Armitage (1947) and Sobel and Wald (1949).

These simplifications are

amenable to OC computations discussed below.
Still another simplification results if all the slopes are the same.
The wedges

, Wy, and

then become SPRT bands and OC's are obtainable

as the probabilities of compound events, e.g. L^(0) = P(LL|0) = P(L|0) X
P(LL|L;0); P(L|0) is the OC for the SPRT W and P(LL|L;0) is the OC for
the SPRT

conditional upon the path starting on the lower boundary of

W.

C.

Multiple Decision Procedures

The procedures discussed in the preceding section for three decisions
are generalized for k decisions; the notation and terminology will be .the
same.

A typical procedure for k = 4 is illustrated in Figure 3. A

procedure for choosing one of k hypothesized values, 0^ Og . . . 0j^, is
a sequence of k - 1 stages; the first stage is a wedge W : h^Ah^, the
second stage is one of the wedges

: h^j^ A^h^^ or

: h^jA^h^^,

depending on the outcome of the first stage, the jth stage is one of
2

i -1

wedges, etc.

We will denote the events relating to successive

boundaries crossed by a set of symbols (X ... X) where the X in the jth
position is either a U or an L depending on which boundary was crossed
at the jth stage.

At the termination of the (j-l)th stage the path
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UU

UL
LUI
LLl
LU

LL

Uo
Lo

ULo
LUo
LLo

Figure 3.

Four-decision wedge system
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history is a set of (j-1) symbols, U or L ; hence there are 2^ ^ possible
path types.

The 2^ ^ wedges of the j^^ stage are subscripted as follows;

. . , X '\ . , . XI *X . , . X \ , , . Xo
path history leading to this wedge.
expressed as follows:

accept

(X , . , X) is the

The decision process may now be

: 0 = 0^ if an event (X , . . X) occurs

featuring (i-1) U's and (k-i) L's among the (k-1) X's.
leads to acceptance of
upper boundary hy.

Thus a path

: 0=0^ if and only if it terminates on the
^ o f a wedge W

-,4.
J.

featuring

(k-i) L's and (i-2) U's among the (k-2) X's, or on the lower boundary
ky
m

m

•

^ A
of a wedge W
featuring (k-i-1) L's'and
AO A # # # ^
A • • • ^

(i-1) u's among the (k-2) X's.

For example, if k = 4 we would accept

Hg : 0 = Rg if the path history (XXX) had 2 U's and 1 L among the 3
symbols; there are 3 such events:

UUL, ULU, and LUU.

terminating on the upper boundaries of wedges
lower boundary of

Define

and

These are paths
and on the

(X . . . X|0) to be the probability of

the event (X , , . X) consisting of (j-1) symbols when 0 is the value of
the parameter.

Then L^(0) = Prob,[accept H^j0] = £ P^^X . , , X|0),

where the summation is over all (X . , . X) having (i-1) U's and (k-i)
L's among the (k-1) X's, Again we see that the OC problem is reduced
to that of computing the functions Pj^(X . , . X|0).

We give the follow

ing likelihood ratios

P. ,(X . . , XL 0) = e ^
J+-'-

Y n ^

y
i)
X , . .Xi
. . . %L|9'(Sx . . . XI»
(3.11)
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Pj(X . . . x(0) - Pj^^CX . . . XL|0) =

(3.12)

\ . . . XI *(^2 . . . X o \

[ P (X . . . X | 9 ' ( s x _ _ _ X , )

-

• • • XL|G'(=X . . . X0»1

which in certain cases allow computation of the

. . . x|0) by

induction on j.

D.

A Simplification

Underlying relations 3.11 and 3.12 is the fact that imbedded in a kk-1
decision procedure based on (2
-1) wedges W, W , W , . . . W

U

L

U. • .U

. . . WT' 3re a succession of 2,3, . . . j, . , ., and (k-1)
J-» . . • Jj
decision procedures based respectively on W; W, W^,
Wy, W^,. . .,Wy

y, . . .

; . . . and W,

If any of these imbedded

decision procedures is degenerate in a special way, the OC computa
tions become simplified; if the k-decision procedure itself is so
degenerate the computations become especially simple.

The type of de

generacy to which we refer involves the coincidence of all the inter
cepts of the upper lines for each wedge and of all the lower lines, as
illustrated for j = 4 in Figure 4.

The degeneracy also manifests itself

in part by the coincidence of some wedge boundaries involved in the kdecision procedure; but the main point is that all the wedges are formed
by intersections of (j - 1) primary wedges

. . . W^, all

based on,the same two intercepts h. and h .
1
o
First we consider the substantial simplification which ensues if

,

26b

m

h
o

Figure 4. Simplified four-decision wedge system
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j = k, i.e., if the k-decision procedure itself is so degenerate.

Let

g^(0) be the probability that the sample path crosses the upper boundary
of principle wedge
the parameter.

before the lower boundary when 9 is the value of

Then we have

Li(8) = gi.i(9) - gi(0),

(3.13)

where g^(8) = 0, g^(8) = 1 and the remaining g^(0) are computable as for
a simple two-decision wedge. As an illustration consider the fourdecision procedure of Figure 4. Then L^(8) = g^C®) " 0, or the proba
bility of accepting
boundary of
the

: 0 = 9^ is the probability of crossing the upper

before the lower boundary.

A check reveals that precisely,

paths leading to acceptance of H^, (UUU), do indeed cross h^A^^

before crossing h^A^^.
to acceptance of

Also,

= ggCO) - gg(0), or the paths leading

: 9 = 9^ are those which cross the upper boundary

of Wg before the lower except the ones crossing the upper boundary of
Wg before the lower.
should be.

These paths are (UUL), (ULU), and (LUU) as they

It may be noted that the special case wherein the principle

wedges degenerate into pairs of parallel lines is the case mentioned by
Lechner and Ginsburg (1963), and for k = 3, is just the Sobel-Wald (1949)
procedure.
We next consider a lesser simplification, pertaining to the case
where 2 < j < k, i.e. where only an embedded j-decision procedure is
degenerate.
We first note that if the k-decision procedure is degenerate the
rule of Section C for assigning decisions to events states that

is

accepted when the k-decision process terminates on the upper boundary
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of

^ or on the lower boundary of W^.

Hence, walks terminating a

degenerate j-decision procedure (imbedded in a k-decision procedure) on
the same boundary of the same wedge have histories (X ... X) with the
same number of U's and L's.

It is thus reasonable to assume of the k-

decision procedure (R^) in which our degenerate j-decision procedure (R^)
is imbedded that paths terminating

on the same boundary of the same

wedge should meet the same additional wedge system in R^ beyond

.

Under this assumption it is possible to begin the iteration of 3.11 and
3.12 with functions u^(0) and 1^(0) which are defined as follows: uu(0)=
Prob.[Rj terminates on the upper boundary of W^|0], ]-(0) •= Prob[Rj
terminates on the lower boundary of^W^|0].

The functions u^(0) and

1^(0) are computed in a manner analagous to 3.13:
Consider the (j-1)-decision procedure Rj_^ imbedded in R^; R^
is degenerate and its hypotheses and principle wedges will be denoted
respectively by

and V^.

Recalling that g^(0) is the probability that

a path crosses the upper boundary of

before the lower, and defining

h^(0) as the probability that a path crosses the upper boundary of
before the lower for parameter value 0, we have from 3.13 and the decision
rule of Section C applied to R^ ^

h^ ^(0) - h^(0) = Prob.[Rj_^ terminates with acceptance of G^|0]

= Prob. [Rj ^ terminates on upper boundary of

^

or on lower boundary of V^|0]

= Prob. [R. terminates on a boundary of W.I 8]
J
1
= u.(0) + 1.(0)

(3.14)
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Now using 3.13 and the decision rule of Section C on R.

- g^(6) = Prob.[Rj terminates with acceptance of H^|0]

= 1^(6) + Ui.i(9)

^

Relations 3.14 and 3.15 now yield .u^(0) and 1^(0).

(3.15)
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IV.

COMPUTATIONS FOR THE WIENER PROCESS

A,

Introductory Remarks

We shall consider a Wiener process [X(t); t > 0] with drift m its
properties to be used first are as follows:

(1) X(t) is normal with

mean /ut and variance t for all t > 0; (2) [X(t) ; t > 0] is continuous
%
with probability one, which allows us to assume that the process terminates
on any reasonably regular one-dimensional stop boundary without excess;
(3) given that the process terminates on such a boundary, we postulate
the existence of a density g^(') defined on such a boundary with the
property that: (a) the probability that the process terminates on any
Borel set of the boundary is obtainable by integrating g^('), and (b)
g (p)/g '(p) = (|)(^^—
MM
is/ t

, where p = (t,x) and ())(.) is the standard
Vt

normal density function.
We will also utilize independent multivariate Wiener processes;
in particular, in the bivariate case, this means a process [Z(t) =
Xj^(t), Xgft); t > 0] with the following properties:
independent bivariate normal with mean (uj^t,

(1) Z(t) is an

and covariance matrix

E = It, for any t > 0; (2) as implied by the continuity of its two com
ponents, [Z(t); t > 0] is continuous with probability one, which allows us
to assume that the process terminates on any reasonably regular two-dimen
sional boundary without excess; (3) given that the process terminates
on such a boundary, we postulate the existence of a density g
defined on such a boundary with the property that:

(•)

(a) the probability

that the process terminates on any Borel set of the boundary is obtain
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able by integrating g

x„-u„t

,, (*), and (b) g
(p)/E ,, , ,(p) =
12
1* 2
1* 2

x,-M/t

X,-M't
^ = <'i "!• *2)-

In Section B of this chapter we give a method for obtaining the OC
functions for certain symmetric wedge systems.

This method, based on

conjugacy, yields the OC for parameter points on a certain "grid"; the
OC thus found is exact for the Wiener process.
For the case of a single symmetric wedge, Anderson (1960) has given
the OC in the form of an integral.

Equating this integral to the OC

obtained on the grid allows evaluation of the integral for the set of
agruments corresponding to the grid.
In Section C, multivariate conjugacy yields OC computations for
certain symmetric tube systems which are analogues of systems of SPRT's
in the one-dimensional case; the results are, in fact, absorption
probabilities for multidimensional Brownian motion.
Section D is devoted to the asymptotic behavior of the OC of an
abritrary two-decision wedge.

It is shown first that Anderson's integral

form may be used for this purpose in the symmetric case; lacking symmetry,
the procedure is to derive the asymptotic behavior from likelihood ratios.
Bounds for the OC are also derived.
Asymptotic OC's for multiple wedge systems are treated in Section
E; these results will be of use in Chapter VI.
The final section acknowledges the inherent limitations in any
argument based exclusively on terminal likelihood ratios.
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B.

Symmetric Wedge Systems

For a symmetric wedge,

= -h^ = h, where h^ and h^ are the

respective intercepts of the lower and upper lines.

If s^ and s^ are

the respective slopes of the lower and upper lines, define s =
(1/2)(SQ+S^), 5 = s^-s^.
Symmetry requires that, when p. = s, the probability that a sample
path crosses the lower line before the upper line is 1/2, or P(L|S) = 1/2.
This can be seen by noting that Prob.[X(t) touches - h + s^t before
h + s^t] = Prob. [Y(t) = X(t) - ij.t touches -h + (s^-^)t before h +
(s^-/i)t].

In other words, for jj. = s , we have a process Y(t) without

drift with a boundary symmetric in the ordinary sense, and under Y(t)
all paths touching the lower line have mirror images touching the upper
line.
Starting with P(L|S) = 1/2, we are now able to compute the OC on the
grid Id = s + ôr, where r ranges over the integers; the conjugates of
s + Sr relative to s^ and s^ respectively are s - ô(r-l) and s - ô(r+l)
Now consider the density S^(') assumed in Section A to exist on
the lower boundary of the wedge.

Then using 2.19 and integrating over

the lower boundary, we find:

P(L|;+6r) =

(4.1a)

Similarly, integrating over the upper boundary

l-P(L|s+&r) = eh5(2r+l)[i_p(L|g_5(r+l))].

(4.1b)

Successive application of 4.1a and 4.1b for r = 0, + 1, + 2, . . . yields
the OC for the grid.

As an example consider the wedge with h = 1,
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= -s^ = 1; then s = 0 and 5=2. We have by 4.1 and 4.2,

P(L|0) = 1/2 by symmetry,

P(L|2) = e"^P(L|0) =(l/2)e'^

l-P(L|-2) = e"^[l-P(L|0)] =(l/2)e"2,

(4.2)

P(L|4) z: e"^ P(L|-2)= e"^[l-(l/2)e'^],

1-P(L|-4) = e"^[l-P(L|2)] = e"^[1-(l/2)e"^], etc.

We now give two examples illustrating calculation of OC functions on a
grid for multiple wedge systems.
If a k-decision procedure is degenerate in the sense described in
Section C of Chapter III, and if the (k-1) principle wedges of this proce
dure are symmetric, and further, if their grids have common points, we
are then able to compute the functions g^(^) of relation 3.13 for each
wedge W^ at each value of u on the common grid.

Such procedures are

similar to those proposed by Sobel and Wa Id (1949) and Lechner and
Ginsburg (1963).

One way to insure the existence of a common grid for

all the wedges in such a system is to construct all the wedges with apex
points whose abeissas are the same and whose ordinates differ by some
even integral multiples of h.
k = 5.

Such a system is given in Figure 5 for

Here h - 1/2 and the r principle wedges W^, W^, W^, and Wj^

respectively have apexes (1, 4), (1, 3), (1, 1), and (1, -1).

The grids

for these wedges are respectively 4 + r, 3 + r, 1 + r, and -1 + r
(r=: 0, 1, . . .).

Hence we can compute

for each wedge for

an
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X(t)

(1,3)

(1,1)

1
2

(1,-1)

Figure 5.

Symmetric five-decision procedure
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integer, thereby getting L^(ju,) (i= 1,2,3,4) from 3.13 for integer /i
Another example is the system of Figure 6.
= -1/2, s^ = 1/2,
The wedges

and

For wedge W, h = 1 ,

6= 1, s = 0 and the grid is ^ = + r (r= 1,2, . . .).
are simple SPRT bands as in the Sobel-Wald procedure;

for Wy, hy^ = -2, hyj^ = 2 Sy = 1, and for

= "1, h^^ = 2,

=-1/2.

We are able to compute P(Lj/i) for /u = a n integer b y symmetry for fi = 0
and application of 4.1 and 4.2.

P(L|Ô) = 1/2,
P(L|1) = e"^P(L|0) =(%/2)e"l = l-P(Lj-l),
P(L|2) = e"^P(L|-l) = e"^(l-(l/2)e"^)=l-p(L|-2),
P(L|3) = e"^P(L|-2) = e"^[l-e'^(l-(l/2)e"^]= l-P(L|-3), etc.

Now using relations 3.3 and 3.4 and the fact that W^ is an SPRT
band we have

P(LL|0) = e"^P(LL{-l)
P(L|0) - P(LL|0) = ef[P(L|-l) -P(LL|-1)],

which, in view of the fact that P(L|0) and P(L|-1) are known, may be
solved to yield
2
pai.|-i)
e -e

P(LL|0)

.
e -e
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X(t)

2

1

1

2

Figure 6,

Special three-decision procedure
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Using relations 3.5 and 3.6 and the fact that

is an SPRT band we have

P(UL|0) = e^(P(UL|2)
P(U|0) - P(UL|0) = e"^[P(U|2) - P(UL|2)],

which, in view of the fact that P(U|0) and P(U|2) are known, yield

P(UL|2)

~^)
e

e

-e

-e

We then have
-2

L^(0) =P(LL|0) =Y^ - 0.1192,
e -e

L_(0) xP(UU|0) = P(U|0) - P(UL|0)

U(V2)(e^e-Ve-^-e-^

= .6277,

2(ei -e" )
and
1^(0) = l-L^(O) - L^CO) = 0.2531.

We can in this manner find

L^Cm)

for any integer ju.

It remains, as an ancillary exercise, to evaluate, for special argu
ments, the integral

'Vi; 1®

J^^(2C//t)z

(4.3)
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appearing in Equation 4.63 of Anderson (1960).

Let W be a wedge symmetric

about the t-axis, whose slopes have absolute value s = c/T and whose
intercepts have absolute value c. Then Pj^(T) is the probability that
the process touches the upper boundary of W before the lower.

In other

words, in the notation of this thesis, 4.3 becomes

P(U|M) = l-P(L|U)

^ -(z-jLi Vh/s)^

1

^2/sh 2

dz.

(4.4)

, zVsh z
1+e

J

In the case of W, s = 0 and 5 = 2s, so that the grid has the form 2sr
(r=0, + 1, + 2, . . .), and 4.4 becomes
2
-(z-2r -Jhs) /2
l-P(L|2sr)

2 ^fsh z

\ e
1+e

or, letting a = 2 Vsh,

l-P(L|2sr) =

\ e

^
1+e^

dz.

(4.5)

In view of our solutions of 4.2, the integral on the right of 4.5 can
be solved for r an integer.

For example, for r =0, -1, -2, -3,
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1-P(L|0) = 1/2,

l-P(L|-2s) = e^^®[l-P(L|0)]= (l/2)e^^®
2
= (l/2)e*

l-P(L|-4s) =

= P(L|2s),

[1-P(L|28)]

=

[l-(l/2)e^ /2j

= P(L|4s),
and

l-P(L|-6s) = e^°^®[l-P(L|4s)]

=

C.

/^(l-e^*

/2+(l/2)2* ),

Multidimensional Brownian Motion

Consider a cylinder set in (X^^,

, t)-space with triangular base

and planar boundary portions A, B, and C as indicated in Figure 7.

We

shall compute the probability that a two-dimensional Wiener process
[Z(t) = (X^(t), Xgft); t > 0] starting at the origin first touches the
cylindrical boundary on a particular one of these three planar boundary
portions comprising the cylinder.

Define

that the process first touches boundary A when
parameter, and similarly for B(^^,^2) and C((ij^,|i2).

to be the probability
is the drift
We now observe that

the parameter points (V]^,V2) and (-^2,-^2) of Figure 8 are conjugate with
respect to the line R.

Consider the densities g

(•) and g

(•)
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- —— X,

Figure 7.

Isosceles triangular boundary in (X^(t), Xgft)) " plane
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r

\

p

Figure 8. Conjugacy and symmetry lines in the
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postulated in Section A for the planar boundary portion B.

If p is any

point on B, it is clear, referring to 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22, that the ratio
g
(p)/g
(p) is
Vl'^2
"^l'~^2

Hence, integrating over B, we obtain

BCVijV,)

2dv„/v3

A similar argument for the points (V2^,V2) and (v

2^ and planar boundary

portion A yields

A(v,,Vn)

-dVp/ nTS

In addition, symmetry yields

2A(V^,V2) + Bfv^yvg) =

(4.8)

2A(VJ^,-V2) +

(4.9)

Equations 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 now may be solved to get
dVg/ Vs
A(Vi'"V2) =

VS dvg

JTdZ
2[l-e

'

(4.10)

^ ]

and
dv,/ V3

^y

^3dV2
2[l-e
2]

•

'

Relations 4.10 and 4.11 bear resemblence to Wald's OC function for the
normal SPRT.
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Consider next a cylinder set in (X^iXgit)-space with square base
and planar boundary portions A, B, C and D as in Figure 9.

We shall

compute the probability that a two-dimensional Wiener process
Z(t) = [X^(t), Xgft)]; t > 0

starting of the origin first touches the

cylindrical boundary on a particular one of these four planar boundary
portions comprising the cylinder.
and

before.

Define

We now observe that the parameter points ( v , v )

and (v, -v) of Figure 10 are conjugate with respect to the line y.
Consider the densities g^ ^(0 and g^

^(') postulated in Section A for

the planar boundary portion C. Then in analogy to the previous example,
if p is any point on C, g^ ^(p)/g^ _^(p) = e^^.

Hence, integrating over

C we have

Symmetry also yields

2C(v v ) + 2 C ( v , - v ) = 1 .

(4.13)

Relations 4 . 1 2 and 4 . 1 3 now may be solved for

C (V,-V) =

(4.14)
2(l+edV)

and

C(v,v) = —

.

(4.15)

2(l+edV)

Relations 4.14 and 4.15 extend to ^/k (l+e*^^) and e^'^/k (l+e'^^) in
k-dimensiona1 space.
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C: -X2=l

• (0, 0, t)

D

Figure 9.

Square boundaries in (X^(t), Xgftjj-plane
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/
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/
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Figure 10.

Conjugacy and symmetry lines in the (11^112)-plane
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D.

Asymptotic OC for Single Wedges

As pointed out in Section B/ Anderson's integral form (Anderson,
1960) for the OC function of a symmetric wedge is given by

l-P(L|u) =

\

e

.

V23T

—— dz.
^^^2Vsh 2

Utilizing a familiar saddle point argument discussed for example in
Abramowitz (1954) and David and Kruska1 (1956), we note that the integrand
is maximized at z = jj. sfhjs , which suggests the change of variable
y = z - z, transforming the integral into

-y / 2

2 s f s h (y+z)
(y+z)
1+e

^
^

^
'

-(1/2)(y-2 V%h)2 + 2sh
^^^2^ (y+z)

•

But the integrand is bounded by zero and its integrable numerator, to
which it tends from below as z becomes small.

Hence, by Lebesgue's

Theorem (Cramer, 1946, page 66), integration with respect to y and taking
the limit with respect to z may be interchanged, yielding:

%
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z

-00 e

(l/2)(y-3V%h)^+2Bh
~

\ e

dy,

or

lim

1-P(L|M)

2sh

or, for small

1-P(L|M) -

(4.16)

Relation 4.16 and its analogues for the non-symmetric case follow
at once from consideration of terminal likelihood ratios for conjugate
pairs.

Consider a wedge with intercepts hj^ and h^ and slopes s^ and

s^; consider also the 8^(*) assumed in Section A to exist on the lower
boundary.

Then using 2.19 and integrating over the lower boundary we

find;
2h (m-8I)
P(Llu) = e °
^ P(L|2s^ - ) i ) .

(4.17)

Similarly integration over the upper boundary gives;
2h (m - s )
1-P(L|^) = e
° [l-P(Ll2s^-(i)] .

We also have:

(4.18)
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lim

P(L|2s^-U) .lim

—> 00

^

[1-P(L|2S^-M)] = 1

(4.19)

-00

Now combining 4.17 and 4,19 we see that
2h (u-s.)
P(L|w):e

(4.20)

for /i large, and combining 4.18 and 4.19,

P(U]^) = 1-P(L|^).- e

2^1(u-s )
°

(4.21)

for small ji,which specializes to 4.16.
Somewhat less obvious but also using the terminal likelihood ratios
for conjugate pairs are bounds for the OC from which 4.20 and 4.21 could
be derived.

Letting the parameter of 4.18 be 2 s

l-P(L|2s^ - / i )

where 5 - s^-s^.

2h^(s,+ô-)i)
e
[l-P(L|n-2ô)],

(4.22)

Then using 4.22 in 4.17

2h (M-S )-2h (s + 6 - j i )
i
P(L|u) = e °
il-e
[l-P(L(M-2ô)]j,^^

.

(4.23)

so that,
2h ( / i -sj
2h (s,+6-u)
2h (/i-sj
e
[1-e
]< ?(L\u) < e °
,

(4.24)

which bounds P(L||i) progressively more sharply as u -»+ œ. Then
the asymptotic form of 4.20.follows for large

Iteration of 4.23

provides still sharper bounds; for example letting the parameter in the
left hand side of 4.23 be /j-2d
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2h (m-s^-2ô)c

P ( L | 1 -26) = e

°

2h (s^+3B-|u)

21-e

i

[ l - P ( L | i n - 4 s ) ]j.

(4.25)

Now using 4.25 in 4.23

2h (m-S ),
2h (s +B-|Li)
2h (s +6-m) 2h (/i-s -2ô)
P(L|u) = e °
M 1-e
+ e ^ ^
e °
^
2h (s-+3B-|i) 2h^(s.+35-ju)
-,
[1-e
+e
P(L|w-46)]j ,

so that

2h (^-s^) r
2h^(s,+ô-/i)
2h,(s-+ô-ju) 2h (/i-s^-2&)
2h^(s^+3B-/i) ;
e °
^ [l-e ^ ^
+e ^ ^
e °
.
[1-e ^ ^
]j
2h (m-S-)
<P(L|u) < e °
1

2h,(s,+ô-|Li)
2h,(s +ô-/i) 2h (^-s^-2ô),
1 1
+e 1 1
e °
^
j,

which bounds P(L|/i) more sharply than does 4.24 for u > 35 + s^.

E.

Asymptotic OC for Multiple Wedge Systems

In this section we prove a theorem which gives the asymptotic forms
for the OC's in a general multiple wedge system.

We begin with the proof

of a lemma.
Lemma 4.1:

Let the events X . . . X, X . . . XU, and X ... XL

be defined as in Chapter III. Then

lim P(X . . . XU|X . . . X; M) = 1,
/i —> CO

(Li

lim
P(X . . .XL|X . . . X; U) = 1 .
-> -00

(4.26)

(4.27)
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Proof:

Let P(hg, h^, 6,

be the probability that a Wiener

process starting from the origin first reaches the upper boundary of a
wedge parameterized by h^, h^, s^, and s^ = s^ + 6 when the drift para
meter is )Li.

Let S^(a) = P(h^(a), h^(o), s^-s^j^-s^). We postulate the

existence of a conditional density f^(a) on the lower boundary AB of
wedge W
in Figure 11 with the property that
^• • • A
A
P(X . . . XLU|X . . . XL;m) = \ g (a)f ,(a)da.
y A*
M
B

(4.28)

Now by 4.24 we have (except possibly at A)
2(h'-h:)Cu-s )
2h (a)[M-8,]
1-e
<l-e
< g^(o),

(4.29)

so that the integral on the right hand side of 4.28 is bounded below by
2(h;-hp(M-sp r
2(h;-hp(M-sp
1-e
J f^(cr)da = 1-e
which tends to one as lu
B
becomes large.

This completes the proof of the lemma for the case

X . . . XXU = X . . . XLU; the argument for the other three cases is
similar.
We next apply the lemma to a two-stage system of the general type
discussed in Section B of Chapter III.

Let P(XX;jU « 0) and

P(XX;» 0) be the asymptotic forms of the probabilities of event XX for
U small and p, large respectively.

From lemma 4.1

P(LL;u « 0) = 1,

and from 2.19 and 3.3

-

(4.30)

50b

B

Figure 11,

Figure accompanying proof of lemma 4.1
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2hL.(u-SLi)
P(LL;u) = e
P(LL;2s^^-u),

so that
P(LL;y » 0) = e

(4.31)

P(UU;M » 0) = 1,

(4.32)

Also,

and
P(UU;u) =e

P(UU;2s^^-^),

so that
P(UU;u « 0) = e

(4.33)

Now
P(LU;u) = P(LU|L;M)P(L;M),
and so by lemma 4.1
P(LU;M » 0) = (1) P(L;w » 0)
2h^(M-Sj^)
= e

(4.34)

also
P(LU;m ) =e

P(LU;2s ^ - m ) ,

so by 4.34

pau;„ « 0,.
ZwChLl-h») - 2(hLlGLo+ho"o-2ho=Lo)
(4.35)
Similar reasoning gives

P0L;» » 0,.
2h^(u-8g)
P(UL;ju « 0) = e

(4.37)
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It is clear on examining these relations that the only steps in a
sequence X ... X which affect the limiting forms of the probabilities
are changes from U to L (L to U) for ii becoming large (small). As will
be shown in the theorem the effect of such a step on the asymptotic form
is measured by an exponential function of the difference in the height
at which such a step begins and the height at which it ends.

We next

introduce some terminology and notation.
We will use the term "L-inversion" to indicate either of the follow
ing:
(a) An L or a sequence of L's beginning a sequence X ... X,
or
(b) An L or a sequence of L's immediately following a U in a
sequence X . . . X.
We will use the term "U-inversion" to indicate either of the follow
ing:
(a) A U or a sequence of U's beginning a sequence X ... X,
or
(b) A U or a sequence of U's immediately following an L in a
sequence X . . . X.
We introduce for each sequence X ... X two index sets of integers,
I(X . . . X) = [1,2, . . . r] is the set whose elements count the Linversions of X . . . X; J(X . . . X) = [1,2, . . . v] is the set whose
elements count the U-inversions of X . . .X.
For the

L-inversion in a sequence, let h., and s^ be the slope
il
io

and intercept of the last upper boundary crossed before the inversion
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and let

and

the corresponding parameters for the last lower

boundary crossed in the L-inversion.
at the origin h^^ = s^^ = 0.

If the first L-inversion occurs

Let hl^ and s^^ be the intercept and slope

for the last lower boundary crossed before- the
hjj and
jth

U-inversion and

be the parameters for the last upper boundary crossed in the

u-inversion. If the first U-inversion occurs at the origin h^^ =

Then define for any sequence X . . .X,

^i = ^\r^io^

r
r
+ 2 Z Sko - 2 Z s
k>i
d=l

Til

y.

for i e I(X . . . X),

(4.38)

], i ,l(x . . . X),

- h. [s.^ +2 z s, , • 2 £ s^ ] , i £ I(X . . . X),
k>i
d>i

a; = (h' -h' ), j£j(X . . .X),
J
JO

Tlo
JO = hlo
JO [*11
ji + 2 E *kl
ki - 2 %

Til = h;, [s: + 2 Z s' - 2
Ji
Ji
JO
k>j ko

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

do

' ' ' %)'

z s' ], ji J(X. ... . X).
di

(4.42)

(4.43)

Some useful relations involving these parameters are now given.
If the sequence X . . . X is of the form L . . . X then the first
L-inversion occurs at the origin and the end of the
the beginning of the
"
^

L-inversion is

U-inversion, so that h, = h' , h, ^ = h' . .
'ko
ko
kl
k-1,1

s, , = s' and s,
= s' , . Similarly if X . . . X is of the form
kl
kl
-ko
k-l,o
UX . . . S, h^^ =

\o " \-l,o' ®ko " ®ko'

®kl " ^k-l,!*
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If

X . . . X is of the form X . . . XU, then the last inversion

is a U-inversion and

Z A
i=l

=

-

(4.44)

4 - \ i '

If the last inversion is an L-inversion, X

.X is of the form

X . . . XL, and
(4.45)

If X . . . X is of the form X

. . XU,

(4.46)

5 Tio = % r:- + 2s:- z h:-;
i=l
j=l
j=l

(4.47)

while if X . . , X is of the form X . . . XL,

(4.48)

(4.49)

Theorem 4.1:

P(X .

For an m-stage system,

. X;n » 0) = exp [-2fi f A. - 2 £ ^
i=l
i=l

- 2 f y. ] , r / 0 (4.50)
i=l
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P(X . . . X;u « 0) = exp [ - 2 ^ 1 A'. - 2 I y: - 2 2 /
j=l :
j=l J'
j=l

= 1J V

Proof:

] , v i 0 (4.51)

= 0.

Relations 4.30 through 4.37 demonstrate the theorem for

m = 2. For m > 2 the proof is by induction:
P(X . . . XU;m) = P(X . . . XU|X . . . X;M)P(X . . . X;M),
or
P(X . . . XU;m » 0) = (1) P(X . . . X;M » 0)
by lemma 4.1, and since I(X . . . XU) = I(X ... X) the validity of 4.50
for X . . . XU follows.
We also have
P(X .

. . xu;w)

= e

^

X' - '

P(X . . . XU;2s^
(4.52)

Let 8 = 2s
^

• ^0

-jj. in 4.52, then by 4.50,

P(X . . . XU;0» 0) = exp[-20

E

i=l

A. - 2

^

E

y

- 2

i=l

[

y.

],

(4.53)

i=l

where i ranges over I(X . . . XU) = [1,2, . . . r].
Now, from 4.52 and 4.53,

P(X . . . XU;u « 0) = exp[-2(2s
-u) 1 A.
X , , , xo
i—1

iJl

^ iîl^^° ^ ^^X . . . XI(^"^X . . . Xo)]'

(4.54)
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Now using 4.44, 4.46, and 4.47

fzL = - Z A:.
,
i=l
j=l j
A . . . Xi

(4.55)

' h . . . xi)'

X . . . Xo

(4.56)

'X . . . Xo.^. ^jo'

(4.57)

J —^

where j £ J(X . . . XU) = [1,2, . . . v].

Now using 4.55, 4.56 and 4.57

in 4.54,

P(X . . . XU);m « 0) = exp[-2M

which is 4.51.

g A: - 2 g /
j=l J
j=l

" 2 % r' 1
j=l

This completes the proof of the validity of 4.50 and

4.51 for X . . . XU; the proof for X . . . XL is similar.

F.

Comments on the Limitations of Likelihood
Ratios for Computing OC Functions

Although we are able to compute OC functions for single symmetric
wedges on a grid, and for certain special multiple wedge systems on a
grid, we are not able to find complete OC's for the general wedge systems.
This is due to the fact that the likelihood ratio equations for conjugate
pairs on the upper and lower boundaries provide two equations in three
unknowns.

Without some further information (such as knowledge of the OC

at one point for a symmetric wedge) not much more can be given about the
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OC than the bounds and asymptotic behavior.

If there is one non-increasing

function f(-) satisfying
2h (m-S )
fin) = e
f(2s^-u),

(4.58)

2h (/i-s )
l-f(M) = e
° [l-f(2s^-M)],

11

lim f(/i) = lira [l-f(^)] = 0,
CO
/i —> -00

(4.59)

(4.60)

0 < f ( u ) < 1, for all u ,

(4.61)

then there are infinitely many, even with the additional assumption that
f(') is analytic.

This is seen by observing that if f(') is an analytic

function satisfying 4.58 through 4.61, then so is

2
h (|U-s )'
g(jLt) = f(^) - ke

2
-h^(^-s )'20
• e

for k sufficiently small, where 4.24 is used in verifying 4.61 for g(-).
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V.

THE BINOMIAL AND POISSON CASES

A.

Introductory Remarks

In this chapter we consider the OC functions for wedge procedures
in the binomial and Poisson cases.
The OC is found for values of the binomial parameter on a grid for
a single wedge symmetric about 1/2.

It is pointed out that such a proce

dure may be used to compare two binomial populations.

Bounds for the OC

on the grid are also found.
It is shown that OC bounds may be computed for a special 3-decision
procedure by using linear programming methods.
Methods are given for obtaining approximate wedge OC's for binomial
sampling and the Poisson process.

B.

Symmetric Binomial Wedges—Double Dichotomies

Wald (1947, Chapter 6) has shown that a comparison of p^ and p^,
the parameters of two binomial populations, is equivalent to testing a
hypothesis about p = p^Cl-p^)/ P^^f 1-P2)+P2(l-Pi)1 •
while if p^ > Pg, P < 1/2, and if p^ < pg, p

If p^ = Pg, P = 1/2,

> 1/2.

In those cases

where the two losses are symmetric about p = 1/2, a reasonable procedure
would be to use a test whose OC function is symmetric about p = 1/2.
We will evaluate the OC on a certain grid for such a procedure based on
a symmetric wedge.
Consider a symmetric wedge in the (m-V^) -plane, where m = number of
observations and

= (number of successes) - (number of failures) =
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2

Let the upper and lower boundaries respectively be

and

= 2h-sm

= -2h + sm. Then p(L |1/2) = 1/2 since each path crossing the

lower boundary has a mirror image with equal probability crossing the
upper boundary.

Transforming this wedge into the (m-T^)-plane gives

T = h,+s m and T = h + s,m as upper and lower boundaries respectively
m
l
o
m
o
l
^
^
where h^ = -h^ = h,

= (s+l)/2,

= (l-s)/2 and, further,

= 1/2

Since the wedge is symmetric we have exactly L(l/2) = P(L |1/2) =
1/2.

Now consider a pair (pj^,p^) with p^ conjugate to 1/2 relative to

Si
1
Sj^ and p^ conjugate to 1/2 relative to s^; then by 2.13 c(p^) - c(l/2)
s
=

c(p^^, or p^/p^ = (l-p^)/(l-pp ; In fact we see that either p ^ = 1-p^

trivially, p^ = p^ = 1/2.

Then by symmetry

L(pp = l-LCp^).

(5.1)

By 2.14
-h
P1
L(Pl) = [

L(l/2),

(5.2)

and by 2.14 and 5.1
h
LCP Q) - [ Y^] [l-L(l/2)].

(5.3)

Now at pg, the conjugate of p^ with respect to s^, we evaluate L(p2);
then at p^, the conjugate of p^ with respect to s

we find L(p2).

Proceeding in this manner we may compute the. OC function on a grid of
points which approach the extremes of the interval [0,1]. As an example
consider a wedge with h = 2, s^ = 1/4, s^ = 3/4.
by symmetry and p^ = (l-p^) = .92.

We have L(l/2) = 1/2

Then L(.92) = [.92/.08] ^(1/2) =

leaning p^ is conjugate to 1/2 relative to s
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.0378 = 1-L(.08).
It is also possible to get bounds for the DC at these grid points.
We know that if a sample sequence first crosses the lower boundary at
m = n

3^.-1 >

"i

•

and

(5.4)

,
Pi
\

where

s

•

(5.5)

is the likelihood ratio under p = p^ and p = 1/2 for the first

m observations. Then

2(l-p^)B <

where B =

p ]

<B

(5.6)

. Summing 5.6 over all sequences crossing the lower

boundary before the upper gives the bounds on L(p^)

(l-p^B < L(pj^) < B/2.

(5.7)

Repeated application of this procedure provides bounds for L(p) for all
p on the grid.

For example at Pg, the conjugate of p^ relative to s^,

we have

PiCl-Pi)
p2

Pi
AB <-iAL(p ) < L(p )<AL(p ) < AB/2,
^2

Pl(l-P2) '•
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C,

OC Bounds for a Special 3-Decision Procedure

Consider a 3-decision binomial procedure in which all slopes equal
s.

Let p^ and p^ be a conjugate pair relative to s.

Define the follow

ing OC's: l^^(p) =P(UU;p), Lj^^Cp) = P(UL;p), L^^fp) = P(LU;p) and
L^^(p) - P(LL;p).

Then we have the following relations from the like

lihood ratio considerations of Chapter II.
^U1

ho'Pi) s K

0

I

hi

'•hi'Pi'-ho*?!» £

li-hi'fo'-ho P.)]

where the inequalities stem from the fact that there may be excess over
the boundary at termination.

The factor K = pj^(l-p^)/p^(l-pj^) from 2.14.

We can get six corresponding relations by considering the maximum excess
over a boundary at termination.

The boundaries whose intercepts are

h^, hyj^ and h^^ are crossed by a sequence whose terminal observation is
a success; hence the likelihood ratios for sequences terminating near
^X1
these boundaries are at most (pj^/p^)K
.
near the boundaries with intercepts h

Similarly sequences terminating

have likelihood ratios no greater
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hthan (p^/pj^)K . We then have
^TTI

hi'Pi' £ (Pi/P.)K

hi^Po'

a (Po/Pl'K "°^lo<Po'

£ (Pl/Po)K

l<Pl> S (Po/Pl)K

Lll(Pl)+"l.(Pl) £ <Pl/Po»^

thl<Po>^h„<Pc.>l

l-hl'Pl>-ho(Po' £ (Po/Pl)K °['-Lll(Po)-Ll.(P.)]

The set of 12 inequalities in 6 unknowns will determine a convex
set in 6-dimensional space in which the point
L^j^(p^)) will lie.

It would be possible, though laborious, to determine

the co-ordinates in 6-space of this simplex.

A

more practical method

to find bounds for the OC's would be to use the simplex method of linear
programming to maximize and minimize the functions

fl(Lil(Pl), . . . LQi(Po))= L^i(p^),

etc.

^ll^^o^ '

The linear programming method was tried on a 2-decision procedure

with single slope (an SPRT) and found to give the correct OC bounds.
The linear programming technique is useful only in obtaining
numerical values for the bounds in specific cases.

Explicit forms for

the bounds can be derived, as will be demonstrated by the following
example.
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Consider a 3-decision binomial procedure characterized by slope s
and intercepts h^^, h^ = h^^, h^ = h^^, and h^^.

The two sets of ine

qualities on pages 61 and 62 are of the same basic form, differing only
in the senses of the inequalities and the constants involving K.
^U1
^TIl
represent either K
or (p^/p^)K
;
h
h
Kg either K ° or (p^/pj^)K

and

^1
either K
or (p^/p^)K

h
either K

h
or (p^yp^)K

Let
;
Then,

replacing the inequalities with equalities, both sets of 6 relations
become
'^4
0
0

0
-S
0

^1
S
^2

^1
0
0

0

1

0

0

~0

0

0

1

0

0

-Kg

0

0

1

hoK'>

-1

-1

-1

i.ii(Pi)

1

0

1

-1

0

-1

S
^2

=

0
Ki-1
0

ho'"!*

Kj-l

This system may be solved for the 6 OC's in terms of the K's:

(l-Kgi/CK^-Kg)

Lu(Pi)

(Kg-Kp(K2-1)/(K2-K^)(K^-Kg)
=

^lo(Po>

(l.K2)(K4-K2)/(K4;K2)(K2-K2)

Lll(Pl)

K4(1-K2)/(K4-K2)
KgfKg-K^)(K^-D/CK^-Kp(Kg-Kg)

ho<Pl>

K2(1-K2)(K4-K3)/(K4-K2)(K2-K2)

Imposing the restrictions
following bounds for the OC's;

> 1 > Kg >

then leads to the
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(A -B )(B -1)

(B -1)(A -1)
(1-A^)(l-Bj^) ~

(Ag-B^^tAg-l)

(B2-A^)(Ag-l)
" (A^-A^XA^-B^)'

^ (B^-DCA^-l)
(W^Xl-Bg) - 1'

(b^-AJ^XB^-I)
" (B^-ApCB^-B^) ' otherwise,

^
hoV

(1-B2)(B^-Ag)
= (ËpB^XÂpiB^ '

^ (B^-1)(A3-1)
(l-Apd-Bg) ^

(1-A2)(B^.A^)
= (B^-A^XA^-Ap ' otherwise,

(l-Aj)(A^-BS)

(A^-IXB^-I)
(I-A2XI-B2)

(1-B2XA^-B3)
" (A^-BgïCBg-Bg) ' otherwise,

T-T-T

h l ^ P l ^ = A^-B^ ,

'
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T-r-r

^3(^2-^1)(=3-')

A3B3

A3.B3-1
B^hA^-L

A (B2-Ap(B3-l)
(A^-BiiCAg-Ag) ' otherwise.

T

C

oV^V

B3(B2-Ap(B3-l)

- (B^J-A^iCBg-Bg)

.

'

A3B3

A3+B3-I

A^Bg ^ A^+B^-l '

A^(B2-Ap(A3-l)
"^3-^1)' otherwise,

____

B2(1.B2)(B4.A,)

lo^Pl^ - (B^-B2)(Â3-B2) '

A^B^

A^+B^-l

A2B2

A2+B2-I

A2(1-B2)(B^-A3)
= (B^.A2)(A^-A2) ' otherwise,

B2(1-B2)(A^-B3)
lo

^^y

- (A^-B2)(B3-B2

^ . A4+B3-I
'

A2B2

^A2+B2-1 '

A2(1-62)^4-33)
= (A^-A2)(B3-A2) ' otherwise,

Where an underline indicates a lower bound and an over line an upper bound
h.
h
for the OC. Also, A^ = K
B^ = (p^/p^^A^, Ag = K. °, Bg = (p^/p^^Ag,
hi
h
A3 = K , B3 = (Pi/Po^Ag, A4 = K

, and B^ = (p^/p^ïA^.
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D.

Polynomial OC Forms--Binomial Case

The DC for a binomial wedge procedure can be found exactly as the
sum of probabilities of sequences leading to acceptance of

Thus the

OC will take the form wf a polynomial in p,

f(p) =

Z ajp"
n=0

(5.8)

where N is the maximum sample size required for the procedure.
enumeration of sequences is tedious, however.

This

Two methods will be given

for approximating the a^ in 5.8.
We have
f(Pi) =

l-f(p^) =

h +k
° °f(p)

hi+k.
[l-f(p)]

where p^ and p^ are the conjugates of p relative to
Pl(l-P)
PQ(I-P)
=[~7i
r] 3 K = [—T:
r]
1
P(l-P^)
o
P(l-Pjj)

(5.9)

(5.10)

and s^ respectively,

and k and k, are representative excess
o
1

over the boundaries. . Also since f(0) = 1 and f(l) = 0 we have that

a

= 1,! a
n=0

= 0.

(5.11)

We can get in addition to 5.11, N-1 independent relations involving the
unknown coefficients a^;[N/2] from one of 5.9 or 5.10 and the remaining
N-[N/2] from the other.

These relations can be gotten by successively

substituting pairs of conjugate points into 5.9 and 5.10.

An alternate

method is to differentiate 5.9 and 5.10 with respect to p and substitute .
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p =

or p.= sOnce these N-1 additional relations have been gotten,

approximations a^ are found; these may then be rounded to the nearest
integer for final approximations â^.
Both the method of substitution'and differentiation have been tried
on sample cases with good results; in both cases

= a^ for all n.

The

method of substitution is simpler than successive differentiation;
indeed, it is programmable for electronic calculation and seems more
practical than path counting.
The polynomial approximation methods can be used with relations 3.11
and 3.12 for multistage procedures; however, application to sample cases
have not yielded results as good as in the 2-decision case.

E.

Approximate OC Calculations for the Poisson Process

Consider a Poisson process [X(t);t > 0] with parameter 0.
t^ and

For any

(t^ < t^) the probability of exactly n occurrences in the

interval from t^ to t^ is

P[X(t2)-X(tp=n] = e

-Qftg-t )
n
[eftg-t^)] / n:

(5.12)

Now consider a wedge with lower and upper boundaries respectively
X(t) = h^+s^t, and X(t) = h^+s^t.

Let N be the maximum number of occur

rences observable at termination on the lower boundary.

Since X(t) is

restricted to increase in un^_ steps, there are a finite number of points
where the process can terminate on the lower boundary; let these points
be (t^, 0), (t^, 1), . ... (t^, N).
is of the form

Then the OC function f(0) = P(L;9)
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f(9) =

we also have, from 2,16, for

E
n=0

-9t
AI e

-

(5-13)

conjugate with respect to s^

h
ffG^) = (G^/G^) ° ffG^).

(5.14)

Relation 2.16 applies as well, approximately, for the upper boundary;
hence, for (0^, G^) conjugate with respect to s^,
hi
l-f(9 ) = (G /G )
i
i' o

o

Also, s^ = f(0) = 1.
a^ = f(0) = 1,

(5.15)

Substitution of pairs of conjugate points in 5.14 and 5.15 will now
yield N relations which provide approximations to the a^.
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VI.

A CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM

A.

General Remarks

In this chapter we present a theorem which shows that among a
certain class of multiple decision wedge procedures for the Wiener process
the SPRT has minimum asymptotic risk in a certain sense,

B.

A Theorem

Consider the class^of all k-decision wedge procedures for choosing
one of the hypotheses

Hg, . . . H^ concerning the drift n of a Wiener

process with the property that

lim
II

mE[T|m]

< A

lim |u|E(T|u] < A,
jj.

(6.1)

CO

(6.2)

-00

where A > 0 and E[T|^] is the expected time to termination of the
procedure.
Lemma 6.1:

Conditions 6.1 and 6.2 respectively imply that

(6.3)
and
"••l . . . Lo 2•

where h^

(6-4)

is the intercept of the upper boundary of the terminal

wedge reached by a path all of whose steps are U's; crossing of this
boundary leads to acceptance of H^:0 = 8^ (8^ > 8^ ^ > . . . > 8^).
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Similarly h

^ is the intercept of the terminal boundary leading to
L ...Lo

acceptance of H^:8 = 9^^.
Proof:

Let Z = X(T) be the ordinate of the path at termination.

Then

+ E[Z-Sg

jjj|U...n;ii] P(U...U;u).

•wbere X...X is the complimentary event to X...X.

(6.5)

Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and

Wolfowitz (1953) show that Wald's fundamental identity holds for the
Wiener process so that

-E[T|/i](u-SY^..Uo^'

so that, from 6.5,
h,,

,.P(U...U;m)+E[Z-S

T|U...U;u] P(U...U;U)

E[T|M] =
^"®U...Uo

and

lim
u

since

um\u] =

,

(6.6)

OO

lim P(U...U;^) = 1.
U -» 00

Now 6.6 and 6.1 together imply 6.3.

Since the wedges are successively nested

^1 - ^U1 -^UUl - • • • and

..U1 - ^
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- \o - \lo - • • • - \ . . . Lo -

Theorem 6,1:
given )Li.
above.

Let

(G'B)

be the probability of rejecting

Then, among the class i^of k-decision procedures described

The Wald SPRT has the property that the product of extreme

asymptotic risks P(H^;^ » 0) • P(H^;jn « 0) is minimum.
Proof:

Let C be any member of the class-^i.

Then P^(H^;^) >

Pg(LU . . . U;u), and P^(Hj^;jn) > P^(UL . . . L;^).

Pg(LU . . . U;u » 0) = e
2/Lih -2h^s
e

But by Theorem 4.1

2/ih -2h s ^
° ° , and P^(UL . . . L;M « 0) =

so that

Pg(H%^W » 0)Pg(Hi;-u » 0) > e

.2w(hi.h^)-2(hoSi+hiS^)
"
"".

(6.9)

To minimize the asymptotic risk then we need to have h^^h^ as large
as possible, but from lemma 6.1 we see that h^ <A and h^ >'-A, hence
the risk is minimized by h^ =A = -h^ and relations 6.7 and 6.8 then
imply that all h's featured in 6.7 (6.8) are A(-A).
Now given that h^ = A = -h^ in 6.9, we find that the asymptotic
risk is minimized when s^^s^ %: 0, i.e. when both slopes for the initial
wedge are the same; but, since the wedges must be successively nested,
all slopes are the same and we have the SPRT with intercepts A and -A
and slope s. There may be some lower boundaries with intercepts
hy

^

< -A and some upper boundaries with intercepts h

X * , * X JL

A, but these boundaries are superfluous since the procedure terminates
upon crossing one of the boundaries with intercepts A or -A.

>
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